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HP Odyssey backpack (Y5Y50AA)
Odyssey Backpack 15.6 Black/Gray
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Price details:
Price excl. VAT: 29.37 €
Eco fees: 0.00 €
VAT 21 %: 6.17 €

Product details:
Product code: Y5Y50AA
EAN: 0190780496039
Manufacturer: HP

35.54 €
* VAT included
Traversing across campus or a daily outdoor excursion, enjoy the strategically placed padding, trendsetting design, and
versatile storage. The HP 39.62 cm (15.6") Odyssey Backpack blends distinctive colors, durable materials, and a
unique camouflage pattern, all with comfortable air-mesh covered padding, dedicated notebook and tablet storage,
strategically placed straps, and multiple accessory pockets. Trendy and ready to travel.
Subtle distinction
- Contoured and punctuated with distinctive contrasting external colors, this trend-forward design unveils a unique
digitized camouflage lining, while providing a tactically modern appeal with fashionable durability.
Comfortably protected
- Robust padding inside and out with dedicated protection for your notebook and tablet. The air-mesh covered external
padding and air channels provide relief on long treks.
Precisely protected
- The backpack accommodates notebooks up to 39.62 cm (15.6") diagonal, with dedicated pocket for a tablet or ereader, is tested to meet material environmental compliance, and is backed by HP's reliable warranty
Main specifications:

Features
Material:
Product colour:
Maximum screen size compatibility:

Nylon
Black,Grey
15.6 "

Weight & dimensions
Width:
Depth:
Height:
Weight:

330 mm
150 mm
460 mm
980 g

Packaging data
Package dimensions (WxDxH):
Package weight:

335 x 155 x 465 mm
1000 g

*PLEASE NOTE: Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of all information contained herein. Lasystems makes no warranty expressed or implied with respect to
accuracy of the information, including price, editorials or specifications. Lasystems or its suppliers shall not be liable for incidental, consequential or special damages arising from, or
as a result of, any electronic transmission or the accuracy of the information contained herin, even if Lasystems has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Product and
manufacturer names are used only for the purpose of identification.

